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ABN 99 650 304 644
Building Certification Services WA Pty Ltd
PO Box 1293
East Victoria Park WA 6981
Phone: 6102 6401
Email: admin@bcswa.com.au

1 March 2022

Chief Executive Officer
City of Swan Administration
2 Midland Square
Midland WA 6056

PLANNING JUSTIFICATION
LOT 100 HN 55 BENARA RD, CAVERSHAM WA 6100
I refer to the Building Permit application for the above property.
The building permit application has been directly submitted to the City of Swan for
approval without the lodgement of a Planning Application based on the existing permitted
land use of the site.
Details of the Proposal
It is proposed to construct a building on an area of land within the allotment that currently
has a permitted use as a restaurant. The area is currently known as the “Old Fig”
restaurant.
In support of the application reference is made to the minutes of Ordinary Meeting of
Council 29 August 2018 (DA704-17).
The report to Council details that the restaurant “Old Fig” is a permitted use on the
allotment.
The proposed building work is to provide an enclosed eating area that will enhance the
site, provide improved facilities and ameliorate any noise issues as opposed to the current
outdoor area.

Applicant Cover Letter
The building is designed to provide additional toilet facilities for the public including
The planning report provides details of the patronage and parking facilities previously
allocated to the “Old Fig” restaurant, as detailed below:

The available floor area for patrons is approximately 180m2. This includes areas that are
required to be a minimum 1m wide egress paths of travel to exits. Based on the National
Construction Code 2019 Amdt 1 Building Code of Australia (BCA) Part D1.13 the
maximum number of patrons for the restaurant would therefore be less than 180 (1m2 per
person).
The proposed seating arrangements would indicate that approximately 110 patrons would
be catered for within the building.
It is therefore unlikely that the current permitted number of patrons would be exceeded.
The proposed building is to be constructed within the allocated area for the restaurant and
will not impact on the existing buildings and businesses on the allotment.

Kind Regards

Lindsay Stone
Director, Building Certification Services WA
Building Surveying Practitioner No. BSP305
Building Surveyor Contractor No. 2108
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3.4

Ward:

PROPOSED CHANGES OF USE TO 'RESTAURANT' AND 'FOOD AND
BEVERAGE PRODUCTION' AND 27 ADDITIONAL CAR BAYS- LOT 100
(NO.55) BENARA ROAD, CAVERSHAM (DA704-17)

(Swan Valley/Gidgegannup Ward)

(Statutory Planning)

Disclosure of Interest: Nil
Authorised Officer: (Executive Manager Planning and Development)

KEY ISSUES
•

Lot 100 (No.55) Benara Road is zoned 'Swan Valley Rural' under the City's
Local Planning Scheme No.17 (LPS17) and 'Rural' under the Metropolitan
Region Scheme (MRS).

•

"Funk Cider" seeks planning approval to expand their existing operations on
the property. They propose to expand their existing "tavern" over a larger area
which will accommodate up to 400 patrons in total, and to move their
production facilities into an existing building, with the intent to produce beer
and cider.

Y
L
N

•

O

While described as a "tavern" on plans and in public advertising, the use is not
properly classed as a 'Tavern' under the LPS17 definition, as the proprietors
have never held a Tavern liquor licence, nor do they intend to seek one. Their
existing Producer's liquor licence enables them to sell only alcohol produced on
the property. As they propose to serve food (full meals) alongside the alcohol,
it is considered that the use is best classified as a 'Restaurant', which is a 'D'
(discretionary) use in the Swan Valley Rural zone. The production facility is
classed as 'Food and Beverage Production', which is also a 'D' use.

S
E
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R

U
P
E

C
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R
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•

The application was advertised in accordance with LPS17. Four objections were
received during the advertising period, citing concerns with parking, traffic
safety, waste disposal (effluent), noise, and antisocial behaviour.

•

The area available for parking on site (including a proposed additional 27
marked bays) is considered sufficient to cater to the proposed numbers of
patrons for Funk Cider and the other approved businesses on the site. The
applicants advise that 30% of their patronage typically arrives by bus, which
provides grounds for some dispensation. Some new controls (including
signage) are proposed to improve parking management.

•

The applicants submitted a Transport Statement which was referred to the
Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH), which has control of
Benara Road. DPLH has no objection to the proposal on traffic grounds, neither
did relevant City staff.

F
E
R
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•

Concerns about effluent disposal are not considered valid as the property is on
sewer and has its own pumping station. Concerns about the behaviour of
tavern patrons are more properly dealt with by the Department of Racing,
Gaming and Liquor through the licencing of the premises under the Liquor
Control Act 1988. City staff have advised that with the precautionary measures
proposed by the applicant, the proposal is unlikely to cause problems in terms
of the Noise Regulations.

•

The application was referred to the Swan Valley Planning Committee (SVPC) on
three occasions, as the SVPC requested further information on the first two
occasions. At their meeting on 24 May 2018, the SVPC resolved to recommend
that the application be approved, as they considered the application to be
consistent with the planning objectives for Area B of the Swan Valley Planning
Act 1995, subject to conditions requiring:
i.

Provision of sufficient onsite car parking; and

ii. Provision of sufficient toilets / effluent disposal systems on site; and 3) limit
the patron numbers to the available infrastructure on site.
•

It is considered that the proposed car parking will be sufficient to cater to the
proposed maximum 400 patrons. The plans appear to show sufficient toilet
provision, but this will be determined at building permit / occupancy permit
stage.

Y
L
ON

It is recommended that the Council approve the application for Changes of Use to
'Restaurant' and 'Food and Beverage Productions' on Lot 100 (No.55) Benara Road,
Caversham, subject to conditions.

S
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R

U
P
E

AUTHORITY/DISCRETION

C
N
E

Local Planning Scheme No.17 (cl.10.3)

Council has discretion in accordance with cl.10.3 of the City's Local Planning Scheme
No.17 (LPS17) to approve (with or without conditions) or refuse the application.

R
E
F

RE

2015 Regulations (cl.68(2))
Council has discretion in accordance with cl.68(2) of the Planning and Development
(Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 to determine an application for development
approval by:
•

Granting development approval without conditions; or

•

Granting development approval with conditions; or

•

Refusing to grant development approval.
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BACKGROUND
Applicant:
Owner:
Zoning:

LPS17 MRS Strategy/Policy:

Development Scheme:
Existing Land Use:

Funk Cider (Dustin and Martin Michael)
R & S Motors Pty Ltd
(Director and Secretary: Richard Charles McPherson)
Swan Valley Rural
Rural
Swan Valley Planning Act (1995)
Rural Zones Building and Development Standards
Vehicle Parking Standards
N/A
A wide variety of land uses currently have approval /
rights to operate from the site, including:
• Winery and incidental uses (the site is home of
the original Valencia Winery which includes
various buildings from the 1920's and onwards)
• Ironbark Brewery
• Restaurant (The Old Fig)
• Food and Beverage Production (Fruit Juice)
• Motor Museum and Art Gallery
• There are also approvals on record for a
souvenir shop; office (wine, spirits and tourism
promotion); cottage industry (wine barrel
products); kiosks (selling limited types of food
and drink)
20,200m2
Swan Valley Rural
Restaurant ('D')
Food and Beverage Production ('D')

Y
L
N

Lot Size:
Lot Area:
Use Class:

R
E
F
E
R

C
N
E

U
P
E

S
E
S
O
RP

O

DETAILS OF THE PROPOSAL
Funk Cider proposes to expand their current operations on site to include a larger area to
serve food and drink to customers, and to move their production operations (making
wine and beer) into a different building. The different elements of the proposal are
marked on the site plan in different colours, and comprise:
•

Restaurant (the existing area that Funk Cider uses to serve alcohol and food to
patrons). The applicants propose that this area would accommodate a maximum of
225 patrons at any one time. This area is shown on the site plan in yellow.

•

Restaurant (new area within an existing building, to be used to serve alcohol and
food to patrons). The applicants propose that this area would accommodate a
maximum of 150 patrons at any one time. This area is shown on the site plan
in pink. This includes an existing toilet area and was previously approved as part of
a Motor Museum / Art Gallery.

•

Food and Beverage Production (conversion of an existing Winery area - historically
a production space - to be used for making beer and cider for the Funk Cider
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business). There would be a maximum of 10 staff within this area at any one time.
This area is shown on the site plan in green.
The applicants also seek approval to run tours of the production floor, with a maximum
of 15 patrons on any tour. These are envisaged to be occasional events.
The operating hours of the business are proposed as:
•

Restaurant to operate 8am - 5.30pm, Sunday to Friday, 8am - 10.00pm on
Saturdays.

•

Food and Beverage Production to operate Monday to Friday.

The applicants propose 27 additional car bays to cater to the proposed expansion. It is
noted that the proposal does not involve any other physical alterations to the exterior of
existing buildings, or new structures, which would require planning approval.

Y
L
N

DESCRIPTION OF SITE

O

The 2.02ha site is situated on the southern side of Benara Road, approximately 550m
west of the intersection of Benara Road and West Swan Road. The site is accessed via a
10m wide, 200m long battleaxe access leg, and accommodates a variety of land uses,
including a brewery/tavern (Ironbark Brewery), a restaurant (The Old Fig), Funk Cider's
existing operations, a business producing fruit juice, and a museum / art gallery.

S
E
S
O
P
R
U

The property is fairly flat and has a range of buildings surrounded by a fairly extensive
car park (sealed in parts, gravel in other parts).

P
E
C

N
E
R

The lot was originally home to the Valencia Winery, which the City's Municipal Inventory
describes as being "one of the significant wineries in the Swan Valley throughout the
history of the area". It retains a number of significant buildings, including the original
house of the winery founders (subsequently used by Lilac Hill Winehouse Tastings, and
now Funk Cider); a small art deco "Weighbridge" building, and the original three-storey
brick distillery.

E
F
RE

The property is surrounded by vineyards to the north, east and west. To the south, it
abuts a large rural lot with a residence and other buildings, beyond that is the Bristile
brick and tile works to the south east, and the Bennett Brook regional reserve to the
south west.

SITE HISTORY/PREVIOUS APPROVALS
Only approvals for "uses" are listed. Refer to site plan showing existing approved uses in
Council attachments.
DA-151/2015 - Additions to Tavern (Ablution Block) - Approved by Council, 22/07/2015.
DA-612/2013 - Change of Use From Part of Art Gallery & Motor Museum to Restaurant Approved under Delegated Authority - 04/11/2013.
DA-612/2013/A - Change of Use From Part of Art Gallery & Motor Museum to Restaurant
- Approved under Delegated Authority - 14/02/2014.
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DA-391/2013 - Change of Use from Winery to Food and Beverage Production (Fruit
Juice) - Approved under Delegated Authority - 01/10/2013
DA-174/201 - Additions to Existing Tavern - Approved under Delegated Authority 18/07/2011.
DA-377/2006 - Alterations & Additions (This was for the Ironbark Brewery) - Approved
under Delegated Authority - 17/08/2006,
DA-449/2005 - Patio (This was also for the Ironbark Brewery) - Approved under
Delegated Authority - 06/09/2005.

Y
L
N

DA-23/2005 - Souvenir Shop, Art Gallery and Motor Museum - Approved under
Delegated Authority - 06/04/2006

O

DA-15533/2004 - Alterations/Car Park - Approved under Delegated Authority 07/09/2004.

S
E
S

O
P
R

DA-11507/1998 - Brewery - Approved under Delegated Authority - 16/12/1998.

U
P
E
C
N

DA-10251/1996 - Restaurant - Approved under Delegated Authority - 19/12/1996.
DA-9439/1995 - Chalet Accommodation - Approved under Delegated Authority 27/09/1995, PROPOSAL - (Note: never acted upon)

E
R
E

DA-7594/1993 - Promotional Offices & Cottage Industry - Approved under Delegated
Authority - 22/03/1993.

F
E
R

OTHER RELEVANT PREVIOUS DECISIONS OF COUNCIL
DA-151/2015 - Additions to Tavern (Ablution Block) - Lot 100 (No.55) Benara Road,
Caversham. Approval granted at OCM 22 July 2015.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Public consultation was completed as per the following:
Duration:

21 days from 7 February 2018 to 1 March 2018

Method:

1 Sign on Site
Notification letters to landowners of 9 surrounding properties
City website

Submissions
received:

4 objections
0 non-objections
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CONSULTATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES AND/OR CONSULTANTS
•

Swan Valley Planning Committee

•

Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage (as the site abuts Benara Road, which
is an 'Other Regional Road' under DPLH control)

Their comments are given in the main body of the report.
•

Advice was also provided by the Department of Racing, Gaming and Liquor
confirming that the proposed use as described was compatible with a Producer's
liquor licence.

DETAILS
Zoning and Use Permissibility
Funk Cider wants to expand their current operations on site to include a larger area for
customers to eat and drink, and to move their production operations (making wine and
beer) into a different building. The application was made for an "extension to the
existing tavern, and food and beverage production space".
The proposal has been described as a "tavern" on the plans, in public advertising, and in
the reports made to the Swan Valley Planning Committee.

Y
L
N

However, it is important to understand that 'Tavern' as defined under Local Planning
Scheme No.17 has a very specific meaning: "premises licensed as a tavern under the
Liquor Control Act 1988 and used to sell liquor for consumption on the premises".

S
E
S

O

The applicants have never had a Tavern liquor licence and have confirmed that they do
not intend to seek one. Their description of the business as a "tavern" reflects the
common use of the term, as a place to drink alcohol, with or without a meal. In fact,
they currently operate from the site under a "Producer's licence" issued from Racing,
Gaming and Liquor. This producer's licence allows them to sell alcohol produced on the
site (wine, cider and potentially beer), for consumption on the premises or to take away.
The applicants have confirmed that they intend to continue operating with a Producer's
licence, and will not sell any alcohol other than what they make themselves.

O
P
R

U
P
E

C
N
E

R
E
F
E
R

The applicants intend to serve food (including full sit-down meals) to complement the
drinks on sale. This use is considered to be best classified as a 'Restaurant' under LPS17
(rather than as a cellar door incidental to a winery, which would usually be expected to
have limited food on offer). A 'Restaurant' is a 'D' (discretionary) use within the Swan
Valley Rural zone under LPS17.
Funk Cider intend to move their production facilities into an existing building on the site.
Currently they operate under the existing legacy 'Winery' use, but because they intend
to brew beer alongside their cider, the production area is best classified as 'Food and
Beverage Production'. This is also a 'D' use within the Swan Valley Rural zone under LPS
17.
Swan Valley Rural zone objectives
The objectives of the Swan Valley Rural zone as set out in the Scheme are to:
a)

Promote the core area of the Swan Valley primarily as a horticultural, recreational,
tourism and landscape resource;
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b)

Provide for limited rural living within the Swan Valley, subject to locational, design
and landscaping requirements to enhance the character and amenity of the valley
and to ensure compatibility with productive rural activities;

c)

Recognise the occurrence of high quality horticultural soils and scare plastic clays
and to protect these resources from development which would jeopardise their
current and future use;

d)

Ensure that the development and use of land accords with the planning objectives
for Area B as specified in the Swan Valley Planning Act 1995.

The proposal under consideration does not involve physical development (other than 27
new car bays in an existing paved area) and will not have any significant visual impact
on surrounding properties. It is considered that the proposal will not have a detrimental
impact on the amenity of surrounding properties, as examined later in this report. The
development is considered to be consistent with the objectives of the Swan Valley Rural
zone, and has been supported by the SVPC accordingly.

Y
L
N

Parking

S
E
S

O

The property currently has large paved and gravel areas surrounding the existing
buildings. The parking plan provided shows that 199 cars can be accommodated on the
main part of the site, with an additional 24 car bays in "overflow" parking in the
battleaxe driveway leg (a total of 223 bays). There are also 10 bays for buses.

O
P
R

U
P
E

There is a long history of approvals for various uses being issued on this property, some
of which have not been acted upon. Plans are sometimes inconsistent, and many
approvals have not clearly stipulated parking requirements (relying on the fact that there
are existing large areas of hardstand on the site). However, the current proposal will
clearly generate a large additional parking need, therefore it is appropriate to consider
major existing uses on site and their estimated parking requirements, in order to
consider if the proposal is likely to generate a problem. The following are the uses which
would be expected to operate on weekends (peak times):

C
N
E

R
E
F

RE

Use

Patronage / parking requirement

Funk
Cider
Restaurant
Funk Cider Food &
Beverage Production
Funk Cider Tours

375 people

Ironbark Brewery
Old Fig Restaurant

339m2 GLA @
2 car bays / 100m2 GLA
Vehicle Parking Standards silent
on this use - use 1 car bay to 4
people, 15 people
Up to 300 people (use standard
of 1 car bay to 4 people)
Up to 182 people (Restaurant
requires 1 car bay / 4 people)

Total

Number
of
car
bays
required
93.75, rounded to 94
7
3.75, rounded to 4
75
45.5, rounded to 46
226 bays

In addition to the uses listed above, there are a range of other uses with existing rights
to operate from the site. These include:
•

Winery use and incidental activities (legacy of the original use of the site)

•

Food and Beverage Production (Michael Brothers Fruit Juice)
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•

Cottage Industry (wine barrel products)

•

Offices (Promotion of wine, spirits and tourism) Souvenir shop, Art Gallery and
Motor Museum

•

Kiosk in weighbridge building

Some of these approved uses are currently not operational, others only operate on
weekdays, when they are unlikely to conflict with the parking needs of Funk Cider.
The major "weekend" uses together require slightly more parking (as estimated under
the City's Vehicle Parking Standards) than currently available on site. However, it is
considered the proposal can be supported for the following reasons:
•

The applicants have advised that 30% of their visitors arrive by bus (they have
provided a diary showing bus tour bookings as supporting evidence). A site visit on
a recent rainy Sunday showed 1 tour coach and 1 coaster bus present on site (with
their customers), while the carpark was relatively empty. It is thus reasonable to
assume that the owner's statement is accurate, and that many patrons arrive by
bus in order not to drink and drive.

•

It is also likely that there would be considerable overlap between the uses on site,
with customers of Funk Cider visiting Ironbark Brewery, and vice versa.

•

An examination of aerial photos dating back to 2012 does not show any evidence
of parking pressures on the site. Even on the rare occasions where there are
several cars parked in the battleaxe leg, the carparks at the rear and sides of the
property are generally mostly empty.

Y
L
N

S
E
S

O

O
P
R
U
P

•

The property is in single ownership (not strata) with bays shared between all the
uses on site.

•

Should it eventuate that additional parking is required on site, there are still vacant
areas where future car parking areas can be accommodated (e.g. along the eastern
side of the property).

E
C
N

E
R
E

F
E
R

The existing parking areas on site are not line-marked or well signed, therefore the
parking is not used as efficiently as it might be. Nonetheless, it is not reasonable (there
is no planning "nexus") to use the current application as an opportunity to condition the
entire site to be upgraded. Conditions can only be applied relating to the proposed
expansion.
The premises that Funk Cider currently operates out of is part of the original winery, and
can legitimately operate as a "cellar door" facility. It currently has approval for 225
patrons under the existing liquor licence. The proposed extensions would add the
following patron / staff numbers on site:
•

Patrons - an additional 150 patrons in the new indoor restaurant area

•

Tours: 15 people on tours of the food and beverage production area.

•

The City's parking standards require 1 bay per 4 persons for "restaurant" uses.
There are no standards for "tours", but the same parking rate is considered
reasonable to cater to the tours. This works out at 41.25 bays required to cater to
the restaurant and tour uses (rounded to 41).
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•

The Food and Beverage Production area requires 7 bays under the City's Vehicle
Parking Standards (based on floorspace).

•

Total additional parking requirement is therefore 48 bays.

•

A condition is therefore recommended to require the applicant to seal, drain and
linemark 48 bays on site (comprising the 27 bays in the new parking area, and 21
bays within existing parking areas). A further condition shall require a signage plan
for the carpark to clearly direct traffic and buses to their respective parking areas.
The Parking Management Plan submitted proposes that no delivery vehicles visit
the site on weekends, to minimise parking conflicts; this is recommended as a
further condition.

Traffic
One objection received cited concerns with traffic safety, as the site has only one
entry/exit point. It was not explained why this was considered a safety issue.

Y
L
ON

The applicants submitted a Transport Statement, which has been reviewed and accepted
by relevant City staff and the DPLH, which has control of Benara Road. The DPLH
advised that traffic counts showed that Benara Road has spare capacity in this location
to accommodate additional vehicle movements; and that they had no objection to the
proposal.
Antisocial behaviour and noise

S
E
S
O
P
R
U
P
E

Several objectors cited concerns about antisocial behaviour originating from the property
(littering, rowdiness, trespassing, noise, damage, etc). The applicant has stressed that
these issues are likely to originate from another use on the site (Ironbark Brewery)
rather than from Funk Cider. In any case, the grievances of adjoining landowners with
the behaviour of patrons is a matter to be considered by the Department of Racing,
Gaming and Liquor through the licencing of the premises under the Liquor Control Act
1988.

C
N
E

RE

R
E
F

Several objectors also cited concerns about noise. The applicant has proposed a range of
management measures (limiting the hours for any live music acts; limiting the types of
acts (no heavy rock or metal bands); and all performances to be inside a soundproofed
area) which will significantly limit potential for noise impact on neighbours. City staff
have advised that if the applicants implement these measures, there is no need for any
acoustic report to be submitted. The nearest residence is over 100m away.
As the measures proposed are very restrictive, they are not included in the
recommended conditions. The onus is on the applicants to comply with the Noise
Regulations 1997.
Effluent / drainage
Neighbours on the opposite side of Benara Road complained that "foul smelling effluent"
discharges from the property into their own property. The property is connected to
reticulated sewer and has its own pumping station, so the additional patronage should
not have any implications for effluent disposal. No additional physical development is
proposed (other than the new car bays), so there should not be any implications for
neighbours in terms of drainage.
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The SVPC raised concerns about the number of toilets on site being adequate for the
proposed use. Whilst this is a problem usually dealt with at Building Permit or Occupancy
Permit stage (toilet provision is regulated by the Building Code of Australia), it has been
reviewed with the applicants. The number of toilets shown on the site plan is sufficient to
cater to the proposed use, according to relevant City staff.
Heritage Considerations
The proposed development is on a property which has several buildings listed on the
City's Municipal Heritage Inventory. It is noted that the "Cider Bar" shown on the plans is
in the original weatherboard-and-iron house of the founders of Valencia Winery. This
building (previously used for Lilac Hill Winehouse tastings) is listed in the MHI as being
"Category 3 - Moderate significance to the locality". The proposal also involves changes
of use inside other existing buildings, which may be associated with the original winery.

Y
L
ON

It is noted that the application does not propose any changes to the exterior of the
buildings, and interior works do not require planning approval under LPS17. Therefore,
it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in terms of heritage implications.

S
E
S
O
RP

Swan Valley Planning Committee (SVPC)

The application was referred to the Swan Valley Planning Committee (SVPC) on three
occasions, as the SVPC requested further information the first two times. At their
meeting on 24 May 2018, the SVPC resolved to recommend that the application be
approved, as they considered the application to be consistent with the planning
objectives for Area B of the Swan Valley Planning Act (1995), subject to conditions to 1)
provide sufficient onsite car parking; 2) provide sufficient toilets / effluent disposal
systems on site and 3) limit the patron numbers to the available infrastructure on site.

U
P
E
C
N

E
R
E

Following detailed assessment, it is concluded that all these issues have now been
sufficiently addressed.

F
E
R

The SVPC also advised that "the food and production area should not be granted a liquor
licence", but failed to clearly explain which area they were referring to, or why this
should be a problem. Consequently, no conditions have been applied to preclude this.
There shall be no more than 15 patrons at a time on the tours of this area.
Bushfire
The property is gazetted as being partially Bushfire Prone, under current DFES mapping.
However the areas proposed to be subject to changes of use are not within 100m of
classified vegetation, under this mapping (the Restaurant areas are considerably further
away). Furthermore, the area closest to the bushfire risk (the proposed Food and
Beverage Production area) would be classified as a Class 6 building under the Building
Code of Australia, and thus not subject to AS 3959 (Construction in Bushfire Prone
Areas). Consequently, no fire management plan or BAL assessment was requested, and
no conditions apply in this regard.
After detailed assessment, it is considered that the proposal is consistent with the
objectives of LPS 17 and the Swan Valley Planning Act 1995, and will not be detrimental
to the amenity of the locality. Approval is recommended.
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OPTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Option 1:

That Council resolve to approve the proposed Changes of Use
(Restaurant and Food and Beverage Production) and 27 additional car
bays on Lot 100 (No.55) Benara Road, Caversham subject to the
conditions outlined in the Recommendation below.

Implications:

The changes of use will be approved with Council having the
opportunity to consider the impacts on the amenity of the area and to
implement any appropriate controls on the operation of the business.

This is the recommended option.

Y
L
N

The Council may resolve to refuse the approve the proposed Changes of
Use (Restaurant and Food and Beverage Production) and 27 additional
car bays on Lot 100 (No.55) Benara Road, Caversham for the following
reason:

Option 2:

1.

Implications:

S
E
S
O
RP

O

The City cannot be satisfied that the amount of parking proposed
to be provided on the site is sufficient to cater to the proposed
use; and the development is inconsistent with the character and
amenity of the locality.

U
P
E
C
N

The applicant will have the right of review by the State Administrative
Tribunal.

E
R
E

This is not the recommended option.

F
E
R

CONCLUSION

The application seeks planning approval for changes of use to Restaurant and Food and
Beverage Production within existing buildings at Lot 100 (No.55) Benara Road,
Caversham; and also proposes an additional 27 parking bays on the site. The land is
zoned ‘Rural’ under the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and ‘Swan Valley Rural’
under the City’s Local Planning Scheme No.17 (LPS17). The development is supported by
the Swan Valley Planning Committee, and is consistent with the objectives of the Swan
Valley Rural zone and the Swan Valley Planning Act 1995.
Public submissions on the application relate to parking, traffic, noise, effluent disposal
and potential antisocial behaviour. With an additional 27 car bays on site, and
requirements to upgrade some of the existing parking areas, it is considered that the
proposal is unlikely to generate parking issues. The applicant has adequately addressed
concerns regarding noise, traffic and effluent disposal. Concerns regarding potential
antisocial behaviour are best directed to the Department of Racing Gaming and Liquor.
It is considered that the application is consistent with the objectives of the Swan Valley
Rural zone and the City’s Local Planning Policies. Accordingly approval is recommended.
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ATTACHMENTS
Location plan (aerial photo)
Site plan (existing uses as per previous approvals)
Plans submitted, including parking layout

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Nil

STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS

Y
L
N

Local Planning Scheme No.17
Swan Valley Planning Act (1995)

S
E
S

Building and Development Standards - Rural Zones (Pol TP-126)

O
P
R

Local Planning Policy - Vehicle Parking Standards (Pol-TP-129)

C
N
E

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil

U
P
E

R
E
F
E
R

VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Simple majority
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RECOMMENDATION
That the Council resolve to:
1)

Grant approval to the proposed Changes of Use of 'Restaurant' and 'Food and
Beverage Production', and 27 additional car bays on Lot 100 (No.55) Benara Road,
Caversham, subject to the following conditions:
1.

This approval is for “Restaurant" and "Food and Beverage Production” as
defined in the City’s Local Planning Scheme No.17 and the subject land may
not be used for any other use without the prior approval of the City.

2.

The maximum occupancy of the premises is as follows:
•

Existing cider bar area (shown in yellow on the approved site plan):
o

•

Proposed restaurant extension inside the existing building (shown in
pink on the approved site plan):
o

•

Y
L
N

O

S
E
S

O
P
R

Maximum of 15 patrons at any one time.

U
P
E

A total of 48 new parking bays shall be provided on site, comprising:
•
•

RE

4.

Maximum of 150 patrons at any one time.

Proposed tours of the Food and Beverage Production facility (shown in
green on the approved site plan):
o

3.

Maximum of 225 patrons at any one time.

27 new parking bays as shown on the approved plan (in the north east
corner of the site); and

C
N
E

R
E
F

21 parking bays within existing parking areas which are to be upgraded
to the following standards.
o

Car bays shall comply with Australian Standard AS 2890.1, be
clearly marked on the ground and served by a 6 metre wide paved
accessway.
Where the accessway abuts a building or other
barrier, a minimum width of 6.5 metres is required. Disabled bays
are to comply with Australian Standard 2890.6.

o

Car bays are to be sealed, kerbed and drained to the satisfaction
of the Chief Executive Officer.

Prior to submission of an application for a building permit or occupancy
permit (whichever is earlier), a plan shall be submitted for the upgrade of
carpark and driveway areas, to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer.
The plan is to show:
•

The 21 parking bays within existing parking areas which are to be
repaired / resurfaced and line marked (as outlined in Condition 3);

•

Signage / directional marking to be installed in the carpark areas, to
give clear direction to motorists and to:
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o

Direct customers to different parking areas on site, particularly
when these are concealed behind buildings;

o

Direct buses through the site and to bus parking areas.

o

Appropriately mark disabled parking bays.

The nominated car bays shall be upgraded (kerbed, sealed and drained), and
approved signage installed to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer,
prior to the commencement of the proposed use in either the proposed
extension to the restaurant or the proposed Food and Beverage Production
area (shown in pink and green respectively on the approved site plan).
Should these uses commence operations at different times, these works shall
be completed prior to the commencement of the first of these uses.
5.

In regard to the 48 proposed new parking bays referred to in Condition (3),
and the proposed directional signage referred to in Condition (4):
•

The linemarking, pavement, kerbing and drainage of these bays; and

•

The signage as depicted in the approved plans;

Y
L
N

O

shall be effectively maintained to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive
Officer, for the life of the development.

S
E
S

6.

Hardstand pavement is to be designed to withstand anticipated loads and
drained to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer.

7.

The following parking management measures shall be implemented, as per
the "Traffic Management Strategy" submitted to the City of Swan on 23 July
2018:

O
P
UR

P
E
C

•
•

N
E
R

Buses and coaster buses shall park in the south-western corner of the
complex in the dedicated bus parking areas.

R

E
F
E

Service and delivery vehicles shall only visit the site from Mondays Fridays (inclusive), to avoid traffic conflicts on weekends.

8.

Landscaping as depicted on the approved plans shall be maintained at all
times to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer.

9.

No retail or wholesale sales is to be carried out from the premises unless the
sales are incidental and ancillary to the approved use of the premises.

10.

Car parking bays and areas designated for landscaping, shall not be used for
the storage, display or selling of any goods or vehicles whatsoever.

11.

The premises shall be kept in a neat and tidy condition at all times to the
satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer.

12.

All stormwater produced on the site shall be disposed of on the site to the
satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer.

13.

No fluid, other than uncontaminated stormwater is to enter any stormwater
drain without prior approval from the City and the Environmental Protection
Authority.
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14.

Provision must be made for access and facilities for use by people with
disabilities in accordance with provisions of the Building Code of Australia and
AS 1428.1.

15.

Use of the site for the purpose approved shall not commence until an
Occupancy Permit is issued.

16.

Refuse bin areas adequate to service the development shall be provided to
the satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer before the development is
occupied or used.

17.

The development must be connected to the Water Corporation’s sewer where
available.

18.

External lighting shall comply with the requirements of AS 4282 – Control of
Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting.

19.

Floodlights shall not be illuminated after 10:00pm, with all illumination being
confined to the limits of the development or as otherwise approved by the
City of Swan in writing.

20.

The applicant is to ascertain the location and depth of any services that may
interfere with this development. Any adjustment to these services required
as part of this approval, must be arranged by the applicant prior to works
commencing on the site. Any adjustment must be approved by the relevant
service authorities and will be at the applicant's expense.

21.

S
E
S
O
P
R
U
P
E

Y
L
ON

C
N
E

RE

R
E
F

Any additional development, which is not in accordance with the application
(the subject of this approval) or any condition of approval, will require further
approval of the City.

ADVICE NOTES

Standard advice notes apply. In addition, the following NonStandard Advice Notes also apply.

Non- Standard Advice Notes :
a)

Under Local Planning Scheme No.17,
"Restaurant" means premises where the predominant use is the sale and
consumption of food and drinks on the premises and where seating is
provided for patrons, and includes a restaurant licenced under the Liquor
Control Act 1988.
"Food and Beverage Production" means a building in which food and
beverages are manufactured or processed, and which in the opinion of the
local government does not affect the amenity of the locality by the emission
of noise, odours or other waste, the generation of vehicular traffic or visual
intrusion."
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b)

It is noted that the existing carpark at 55 Benara Road is not linemarked, and
consequently the on site car parking areas are often not utilised very
efficiently. This is an existing problem and it is not considered reasonable to
require line marking of the entire existing carpark, as a condition of approval
on this existing application.
Nonetheless, it is strongly recommended that consideration be given to line
marking the entire carpark, in line with the approved site plan. It is noted
that previous planning approvals issued for the site have required parking
areas to be linemarked, and the marking to be maintained.

c)

It is noted that there are several existing structures on the property
(including the original house shown in yellow on the approved site plan as the
"cider bar") which are listed on the City's Municipal Heritage Inventory (MHI).
The current application does not propose any alterations to the exterior of the
existing buildings, and interior works are exempt from requiring planning
approval under the City's Local Planning Scheme 17.
Should the applicants / owners wish to obtain further information about the
buildings which are on the MHI, it is available at this link:
Visit the City of Swan website: www.swan.wa.gov.au

d)

Y
L
N

o

Search for "municipal heritage inventory"

o

Select "What property is on the Local Government Inventory or Heritage
List?"

o

Select the Local Government Inventory for further details - search for
55 Benara Road.

S
E
S

O

O
P
R

U
P
E

The applicants will need to comply with the Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations 1997. This includes noise received at other commercial tenancies
on the same property.

C
N
E
R
E
F
RE

The applicant advised that they intended to implement a range of noise
attenuation measures, to prevent noise nuisance to neighbours. These
comprised:
•
•
•
•

No live music acts outside the hours of 6pm - 8pm on Saturdays.
Type of music acts - solo acts, duets and medium sized bands (strictly
no heavy rock, metal or death metal).
Location - indoors with doors closed.
Proposed sound insulation - Soundproofed stage and cover, professional
heavy duty acoustic insulation (6 kg/m2) installed in ceiling cavity, band
positioned as far as possible from nearest outside venue, and 3
partitioned walls between music room and nearest venue.

The above measures should minimise the risk of noise nuisance to other
tenancies / surrounding properties, however as these are very prescriptive
the City has not imposed them as specific conditions. The onus is on the
proprietors to ensure that their ongoing operations comply with the Noise
Regulations.
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2)

Advise the applicant/owner of the resolution of Council and relevant advice notes
pertaining to the approval.

3)

Advise those that lodged a submission of the Council's decision accordingly.

S
E
S

O
P
R

U
P
E

C
N
E

R
E
F

RE
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DISCLAIMER: Information shown here on is a composite of
information from various different data sources. Users are
warned that the information is provided by the City of Swan
in this format as a general resource on the understanding
that it is not suitable as a basis for decision making without
verification with the original source.

Attachment 1 - Location Plan
Lot 100 (No. 55) Benara Rd,
Caversham

2/08/2018
1:5000
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Attachment 2.
Background only.
Existing approved uses on site (as best as
can be made out).
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Attachment 3. Plan set for approval.
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Proposed Food and
Beverage Production
(equates to green area
on site plan)
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Proposed Restaurant
(equates to yellow area on
site plan)
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Proposed Restaurant
(equates to pink area on site
plan)
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Plan showing how
proposed restaurant (pink
area on site plan) sits
inside existing building

